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The iPhone app that you've been waiting for is finally here! All the stats, predictions,
probabilities, schedules, and results from the professional
football playoff prediction engine
at http://www.playoffticker.com are now instantly available on your iPhone, iPod Touch, or iPad.

As a professional football fan, have you ever heard that you have to be a rocket scientist to
understand the NFL tie-breaking rules, figure out which teams will make the playoffs, and
predict what your team's chances are? Not anymore, because PlayoffTicker does all of that
and more automatically for you! Incorporating all NFL tie-breaking procedures including
offensive and defensive points, strength of schedule, strength of victory, down to the toss of a
coin, PlayoffTicker will give you the comprehensive information you need to stay on top of the
game.

PlayoffTicker Overview
- Shows you instantly what your team's potential is, including current predictions, best case
scenarios and worst case scenarios, so you will always know what lies ahead for your favorite
team(s)
- Predicts probabilities for each seed: division winner 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th seeds, plus wild
card 5th and 6th seeds for both conferences
- Informs you when a team has clinched a playoff spot or been eliminated
- Extrapolates the results of the current season to give the probability of each team winning
the Super Bowl
- Shows upcoming game schedules, times, locations, and predictions as well as results for
all previous games
- Boasts a gorgeous, custom user interface making it easy and enjoyable to track your
favorite team's progress and see how they compare to their rivals
- Is the only commercially available product on the market that provides this extensive
analysis and prediction capability
- Is completely free!
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PlayoffTicker Features
- Refreshes data from PlayoffTicker.com unobtrusively in the background, so the
information is always timely and up to date
- Requires a network connection only to update statistical analysis - the app may be used
offline at any time, allowing you to compare teams, view playoff probabilities, and view past and
upcoming games using cached data
- Configureable to only retrieve new statistics from www.playoffticker.com using Wi-Fi to
avoid cutting into your AT&T limited data plan
- Uses high resolution, retina display compliant graphics
- Fully tested and certified on iOS 5

PlayoffTicker Requirements
- Works with any iPhone, iPod Touch, or iPad running iOS 4.0 or greater
- Wi-Fi, Edge, or 3G network connection required to retrieve statistical analysis from the
PlayoffTicker.com website
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